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Abstract

Purpose: In recent years, there has been widespread investment in imaging
technologies by community optometrists in the UK, most notably optical coher-
ence tomography (OCT). The aim of the current study was to determine the value
of OCT in the diagnosis of posterior segment diseases in a representative sample
of community optometrists using a clinical vignette methodology.
Methods: A group of community optometrists (n = 50) initially completed a
standardised training package on OCT interpretation followed by a computer-
based assessment featuring 52 clinical vignettes, containing images of healthy
(n = 8) or glaucomatous (n = 18) discs or healthy (n = 8) or diseased (n = 18)
fundi. Each vignette featured either a single fundus/disc photographic image, or a
combination of a fundus/disc image with the corresponding OCT scan. An expert
panel confirmed that the fundus images presented alone and those in combina-
tion with OCT data were of a similar level of difficulty and that the cases were
typical of those seen in primary care. For each case, the optometrist selected their
diagnosis from a pull-down list and reported their confidence in their decision
using a 10-point Likert scale. Pairwise comparisons of the fundus image alone
and fundus image/OCT combination were made for both diagnostic performance
and confidence.
Results: The mean percentage of correct diagnoses using fundus imaging alone
was 62% (95% CI 59–64%) and for the combination of fundus image/OCT was
80% (95% CI 77–82%). The mean false negative rate with fundus alone was 27%
reducing to 13% with the OCT combination. Median confidence scores for fun-
dus imaging alone was 8.0 (IQR 7.0–8.0) and 8.3 (IQR 8.0–9.0) for the combina-
tion. Improvements in performance and confidence were statistically significant
(p < 0.001).
Conclusion: The results from this vignette study suggests that OCT improves
optometrists’ diagnostic performance compared to fundus observation alone.
These initial results suggest that OCT provides valuable additional data that could
augment case-finding for glaucoma and retinal disease; however, further research
is needed to assess its diagnostic performance in a routine clinical practice setting.
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Introduction

As the major provider of primary eye care, UK optome-
trists play a key role in the opportunistic detection of
both symptomatic and asymptomatic eye disease. They
also initiate the vast majority of referrals into secondary
care.1–7

Although optometrists referral accuracy seems to
improve with clinical experience,8,9 decision-making in
the diagnosis of glaucoma and retinal disease is often
associated with considerable uncertainty. In practice, the
health of the optic disc or macula is judged subjectively
based on direct or indirect fundoscopy. High false posi-
tive and false negative rates have been reported in disc
assessment by optometrists.10,11 Similarly, a recent
prospective study of optometrist referrals for neovascular
AMD reported satisfactory performance in identifying
symptoms, but poorer performance in recognising clini-
cal signs.7

In the UK, and internationally, there has been a shift
towards integrating advanced imaging technologies, partic-
ularly optical coherence tomography (OCT), into routine
optometric practice.12–15 However, it is not clear whether
the incorporation of advanced imaging leads to an
improved diagnostic performance. A recent study in Aus-
tralia using case vignettes found that the diagnostic accu-
racy of macular disease is only marginally improved with
the incorporation of advanced imaging techniques com-
pared to colour fundus photography alone; the additional
information from advanced imaging led to increased num-
bers of false positives and a greater tendency to refer cases
to secondary care.16

The benefit of the widespread adoption of OCT on
case-finding for ocular disease by community optome-
trists in the UK is unclear. The primary aim of the cur-
rent study is to determine the value of OCT in the
diagnosis of posterior segment diseases in a representa-
tive sample of community optometrists using a clinical
vignette methodology.
Clinical vignettes simulate realistic patient interactions

and are widely used to measure variation in the diagnosis
and management of disease across a range of medical spe-
cialities.17 Vignettes have been validated against unan-
nounced standardised patients and case record abstraction
as a measure of quality of care.18,19 They offer a number of
advantages, including control of case mix; the economies of
scale means that they can be administered simultaneously
to a large group of clinicians. For the current study, the
cases were drawn from patients participating in a large
cross sectional study of elderly subjects with a range of
pathologies that would be typical of those seen in routine
optometric practice.20

Materials and methods

Participating optometrists

UK registered community optometrists were recruited
from several sources. An invitation to participate in the
study was sent either directly by e-mail, via posters
distributed to local community practices, or through con-
tacting Local Optical Committees. An incentive was
offered, in terms of Continuing Education and Training
(CET) accreditation for completing the online training.
Optometrists expressing an interest were asked to com-

plete a survey to determine their eligibility for the study.
The survey also asked for information on mode of practice
(locum, independent, multiple group), postgraduate quali-
fications, and any further training or professional develop-
ment undertaken. To be included in the study, participants
had to be registered in the UK and needed to be practising
in the community for at least 2 days per week. Optome-
trists were excluded if they had ever participated in any
age-related macular degeneration (AMD) shared care
schemes, or previously worked in a medical retina or glau-
coma secondary care clinics.
The study was approved by the School of Health Sciences

Research Ethics Committee, City, University of London,
and complied with the tenets of the Declaration of Hel-
sinki. Written and informed consent was obtained from all
participants prior to taking part in the study.

Standardised online training

We anticipated that participating optometrists would vary
in their experience of interpreting OCT data and decided a
priori to develop a bespoke online training programme to
familiarise participants with the principles of OCT inter-
pretation, and specifically, with the characteristics of the
data output from the iVue spectral domain OCT (SD-
OCT) (www.optovue.com). The training consisted of a 1 h
online lecture (delivered via the university’s virtual learning
system) and links provided to relevant publications on
OCT interpretation. The lecture covered the principles of
OCT, interpretation of quantitative and qualitative data
outputs and clinical examples of retinal and optic nerve
pathology.

Sourcing of clinical data

Fundus and OCT images selected for the study were taken
from a dataset, which was previously collected in a prospec-
tive community-based cross-sectional study.20 OCT scans
of the disc and macula were captured using the IVue SD-
OCT (software version 3.2.0.42) and fundus photographs
(45°) were taken through dilated pupils using the Topcon
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model TRC-NW8F mydriatic/non-mydriatic retinal camera
(www.topconmedical.com). The patients were diagnosed at
the time of data capture following a standard ophthalmic
examination and using a validated reference standard; the
definition regarding glaucoma classification have been
described elsewhere. 20 Twenty-six fundus images were cho-
sen from the dataset, consisting of a mixture of normal eyes
and eyes showing pathology; a similar set of 26 images with
their corresponding OCT data files were also selected
(Table S1). The image sets were of good quality and free
from artefacts. Seventy per cent of the images in each set
contained an ocular abnormality (Figure 1); this proportion
was similar to the posterior segment abnormalities detected
in the above cross-sectional study. All clinical data used in
the case vignettes was anonymised and patients had previ-
ously consented for their OCT scans and fundus images to
be used for teaching and research purposes.

Expert panel

An independent expert panel was convened to (1) ensure
that the fundus images to be presented alone, and those
presented in combination with OCT data, were of a sim-
ilar level of difficulty; and (2) to confirm that the cases
were typical of those seen in primary care. The panel
comprised five clinicians with expertise in medical retina
and glaucoma (including two consultant ophthalmolo-
gists), an academic optometrist, an experienced commu-
nity optometrist, and a hospital optometrist. The panel
were asked to independently view both sets of fundus

photographs and grade the level of difficulty of each
image to diagnose the condition from the photograph
alone using a 10-point Likert scale. They were also asked
to state whether the conditions were representative of a
primary care case mix. All members of the panel agreed
that the conditions were representative. Similarly, the
level of difficulty scored by the expert panel was equiva-
lent for the optic nerve and retinal disease cases between
the two image sets.

Case vignettes

Case vignettes displayed a monoscopic fundus image, the
age of the patient, the best-corrected visual acuity and
pinhole acuity gathered at time of original data capture.
The fundus image showed either an optic disc or poste-
rior pole of the retina; 26 of the vignettes were combined
with a corresponding spectral-domain OCT analytical
report. For the posterior pole images, participants were
asked to select a diagnosis from a pull-down menu con-
taining a list of 11 retinal conditions including a ‘healthy’
option (Figure 2). For the disc image, they were asked to
classify the disc as either (1) Healthy, (2) Probably
healthy, (3) Probably damaged, or (4) Damaged (Fig-
ure 3). Following each clinical decision, participants were
asked to rate their confidence in their decision using a
10-point Likert scale. The order of vignettes was ran-
domised by a random number generator and presented
using a specifically developed software package produced
by Ripley Systems Ltd (www.ripleysystems.co.uk).

52 fundus images

26 fundus images displayed 
alone

Optic nerve head
Diseased (n = 9)

Non-diseased (n = 4)

Posterior pole
Diseased (n = 9)

 Non-diseased (n= 4)

26 fundus images displayed 
with corresponding OCT data

Optic nerve head
Diseased (n = 9)

Non-diseased (n = 4)

Posterior pole
Diseased (n = 9)

Non-diseased (n = 4)

Figure 1. Flow diagram of the image allocation for the assessment.
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Figure 2. Question illustrating the central retina with the corresponding optical coherence tomography (OCT) retinal map. OCT data included seven

B-scans displaying sections of the macula from superior to inferior; macular thickness map that is colour coded according to the machines normative

database.

Figure 3. Question showing an optic disc with its accompanying optical coherence tomography (OCT) data. OCT data included retinal nerve fibre

layer (RNFL) thickness with colour coded comparisons to the normative database in their respective quadrants; average overall RNFL thickness and

hemifield thickness; and optic nerve head analysis displaying cup to disc ratios and volumetric analysis.
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Prior to the start of the assessment, the vignettes were
independently piloted for clarity, layout and content by
three community optometrists. These data were not used
in the final analysis.

Assessment

Participants completed the assessment during a single
1 h session, held at the university. The vignettes were
viewed under standardised viewing conditions on cali-
brated computer monitors. Before the assessment, partic-
ipants were briefed as to the nature of the assessment
and were shown demonstration vignettes. Participants
were also briefed on the classification system used for
the assessment for age-related macular degeneration.21 In
addition, participants were told that each vignette related
either to a normal eye or an eye showing a single oph-
thalmic diagnosis. In addition, it was confirmed that
there was no evidence of amblyopia and that the only
risk factor provided was age.

Sample size

A minimum of 51 images was needed to detect a statis-
tically significant difference of 20% in performance;
between the two diagnostic methods with 95% confi-
dence and 80% power.22 For the sample size calculation,
a median specificity of 74% was assumed based on pre-
vious studies involving community optometrists in
detecting glaucomatous discs using disc images.23–25 For
the number of participants making a clinical decision, a
formal sample size calculation was not performed. How-
ever, we aimed to recruit a suitable number of commu-
nity-based optometrists who are representative of those
working in the UK. From a previous study of glaucoma
decision-making using a similar computer based assess-
ment, a sample of 53 optometrists provided a suffi-
ciently narrow confidence interval for diagnostic
performance in a disc assessment task.24

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS Statistics soft-
ware version 24.0 (www.ibm.com/SPSS_statistics). To cal-
culate the overall diagnostic performance for each
participant, responses for each case vignette were converted
into a binary score (one mark for a correct diagnosis and
zero for an incorrect diagnosis). In the case of incorrect
responses, the false positive and false negative rates was
determined. A false negative was defined as a case showing
an ocular disease incorrectly diagnosed as healthy; a false
positive was a normal case incorrectly diagnosed as dis-
eased. In cases where the correct diagnosis was either

glaucoma suspect or glaucoma, a correct mark was given in
both cases if the user answered either damaged or probably
damaged, similarly if the disc was healthy, ‘probably
healthy’ would be an acceptable answer. For AMD, a mark
was given if the participant classified the disease as either
intermediate or early. For all other retinal conditions, only
the correct diagnosis was acceptable and alternative diag-
noses were deemed to be incorrect.
Parametric and non-parametric paired t-tests were used

to compare diagnostic performance and Wilcoxon tests for
the confidence scores between fundus and OCT combina-
tion data sets. The Mann-Whitney test was used for sub-
group analyses based on participant gender, practice setting
or years of experience post-qualification. Linear regression
was used to compare practitioner confidence against years
qualified. For all tests, p < 0.05 was considered statistically
significant.

Results

Participant characteristics

Sixty-two participants completed the eligibility question-
naire and 12 participants were excluded: three participants
worked <2 days a week in community practice and nine
optometrists had previously worked in a medical retina or
glaucoma secondary care clinic. Fifty optometrists were
included in the final analysis and completed all case
vignettes.
Characteristics of participants are summarised in

Table 1. Participants had a median of 10 years post-regis-
tration experience with the majority female (62%).
Approximately equal numbers were either working as
locums or based in independent or multiple practices. Less
than one-fifth of participants had additional qualifications
related to either glaucoma or medical retina. Although the
majority (84%) used fundus photography routinely, less
than one-third used OCT in their practice or had under-
taken previous training in OCT interpretation.

Overall diagnostic performance

The mean percentage of case vignettes correctly identified
using fundus imaging alone was 62% (16/26 cases) (95%
CI 59–64%), increasing to 80% (21/26 cases) (95% CI 77–
82%) for the fundus image/OCT combination. Pairwise
comparisons between these two sets of images were statisti-
cally significant (paired t-test, t49 = 11.40, p < 0.001), sta-
tistically significant improvements were also seen for the
OCT combination for both disc (paired t-test, t49 = 11.33,
p < 0.001) and retinal cases (paired t-test, t49 = 6.35,
p < 0.001) (Figure 4). Nearly all of the optometrists per-
formed better with the supplementary OCT clinical data
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(94%), one participant (2%) showed no improvement, and
two participants (4%) performed worse (Figure 5).

False negative and false positive rates

The overall false negative rate was 27% for cases consisting
of a fundus image alone. This reduced to 13% for the fun-
dus image/OCT combination. Although this difference was

statistically significant (paired t-test, t49 = 8.30, p < 0.001),
a significant reduction was seen only for the disc scenarios
(Figure 6).
The mean false positive rate using fundus image alone

and for the combination with OCT were 27% and 9%
respectively, which was statistically significant (paired t-
test, t49 = 6.33, p < 0.001). Significant reductions were
observed for both discs and retinal cases, (paired t-test,
t49 = 4.62, p < 0.001) and (paired t-test, t49 = 3.29,
p = 0.002) respectively (Figure 7).

Subgroup analysis of performance

There was no difference in diagnostic performance based
on participant gender, practice setting or years of experi-
ence post-qualification. Although prior OCT training did
not have an impact on overall performance, there was sta-
tistically significance improvement for retinal conditions
with OCT (Mann-Whitney test, U = 159.5, p = 0.026))
but not for discs. The overall performance of optometrists
with additional qualifications in either glaucoma or medi-
cal retina with the OCT combination was better than those
without (Mann-Whitney test, U = 96, p = 0.024).

Confidence

The median confidence of diagnostic decisions was high
(median 8 out of 10), and confidence only marginally
improved with the addition of the OCT data for both reti-
nal and disc cases (Table 2).
There was no statistically significant difference in diag-

nostic confidence between genders or practice setting. Simi-
larly, further qualifications or experience in using the OCT
did not influence confidence. However, there was a positive
correlation between number of years qualified and confi-
dence in decisions for all vignettes consisting of the fundus
image alone, (Pearson correlation, r = 0.324, p = 0.022).
However, this was not the case for the OCT combination.

Discussion

There is increasing recognition that case-finding for age-
related eye disease can be augmented by the application
of advanced imaging technologies, which can aid the
diagnosis of glaucoma20,26 and the identification of reti-
nal disease.16 OCT in particular, is rapidly gaining popu-
larity in primary eye care. Successive surveys in the UK
showed that the use of OCT in optometric practice
increased seven fold within a decade.13,27 This number is
expected to rise substantially following the announce-
ment that the largest UK-based optometry chain will be
incorporating OCTs in all of their practices within the
next few years.28

Table 2. Confidence scores of participants (Median (IQR)); p values

were calculated using the Wilcoxon sign rank test

Fundus

confidence

Combination

confidence p

Total confidence

median (IQR)

8.0 (7.0–8.0) 8.3 (8.0–9.0) <0.001

Disc confidence

median (IQR)

8.0 (7.0–8.0) 9.0 (8.0–9.0) <0.001

Retina confidence

median (IQR)

8.0 (7.0–8.0) 9.0 (8.0–9.0) <0.001

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the participants (n = 50).

Multiple refers to high street chains with practices throughout the UK

Median (IQR) n %

A. No. years qualified 10 (4–19)
B. Gender

Female 31 62%

Male 19 38%

C. Setting of primary practice

Independent 16 32%

Multiple 17 34%

Locum 17 34%

D. No. optometrists working

in community primary care

50 100%

E. No. days working in

community practice in a week

4 (3–5)

F. No. optometrists working

in secondary care

5 10%

G. No. days working in secondary

care in a week

2 (1–2.5)

H. Optometrists using fundus

photography routinely

42 84%

I. Optometrists using OCT routinely 15 30%

J. Optometrists with postgraduate

qualifications specific to glaucoma

8 16%

K. Optometrists with postgraduate

qualifications specific to medical retina

1 2%

L. Previous attended

training/courses regarding OCT

OCT manufacturer 6 12%

Distance learning continued

education and training

2 4%

Own practice/company 7 14%
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Main study findings

In this novel study, the performance of community opto-
metrists was assessed in diagnosing a range of pathologies

affecting the posterior segment using case vignettes con-
taining fundus images alone, compared to vignettes with
fundus images and the corresponding OCT data. With the
OCT combination, the overall percentage of cases that were
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Figure 4. Correctly identified mean percentage score of total, optic discs and retinal cases using fundus alone and combination optical coherence

tomography (OCT). Error bars show 95% confidence intervals. * indicates a statistically significant difference (p < 0.001).
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Figure 5. Difference scores between performance using the optical coherence tomography OCT combination and fundus image alone. Positive

scores indicate an improvement with the combination.
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Figure 6. False negative rates. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals. * indicates a statistically significant difference (p < 0.05).
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correctly classified increased by an average of approxi-
mately 20%. A statistically significant improvement was
seen for the evaluation of glaucomatous optic neuropathy
and retinal conditions. Over 90% of participants showed
an improvement in their overall diagnostic accuracy when
fundus images were combined with OCT, with perfor-
mance from some individuals increasing by over 40%. Fur-
thermore, with the additional information provided by
OCT, the proportion of false negatives and false positives
were significantly reduced. Although the overall diagnostic
performance of optometrists with additional qualifications
in either glaucoma or medical retina was superior with the
OCT combination, performance was unaffected by the
number of years of post-registration experience. Participant
confidence in their diagnostic decisions was high for both
image sets, with minimal improvement in confidence with
the OCT combination. The study was insufficiently pow-
ered to determine differences in confidence scores for false
positives and false negative diagnoses.

Disc assessment

Several authors have previously investigated the perfor-
mance of community optometrists in the subjective assess-
ment of optic discs.24,25,29 The disc images and OCT scans
used in the present study were taken from participants
recruited into a community-based, cross-sectional study to
assess the performance of technologies for glaucoma case-
finding.20 Within each image 70% of discs were from
patients with confirmed or suspect primary open angle
glaucoma (presence of glaucomatous optic neuropathy
with or without a corresponding visual field defect) and
30% were normal. The overall diagnostic accuracy based on
a 2D observation of disc images alone was approximately
65%. However, the false negative rate was high (46%).
These results were similar to the findings of a study of Aus-
tralian optometrists using 2D disc observations.29 Since the

original diagnoses of glaucomatous optic neuropathy was
based on dilated indirect ophthalmoscopy, it is possible
that diagnostic accuracy may have improved with 3D visu-
alisation. A UK study, using stereoscopic photographs of
healthy and glaucomatous discs, reported an overall accu-
racy of 80%.25 Although it could be argued that in standard
clinical practice, a diagnosis of glaucoma is usually based
on a combination of disc observation and visual field
assessment, optic nerve damage is often the first clinically
detectable sign of the disease. For example, in randomised
controlled trials of patients with ocular hypertension, 40–
60% of cases converting to glaucoma showed optic disc
changes before reproducible visual field damage.30,31 The
current study provides evidence that disc evaluation can be
augmented by additional information on the integrity of
the retinal nerve fibre layer provided by OCT. We found a
significant improvement in overall diagnostic accuracy with
the OCT combination and a reduction in false positive and
false negative rates.

Diagnosis of retinal disease

A major advantage in using OCT to diagnose retinal and
macular diseases is its ability to provide high-resolution,
cross-sectional images of the retina and perform quantita-
tive segmental analysis of retinal layers.32 The Retinal Dis-
ease Screening Study compared fundus photography with
OCT imaging in 158 asymptomatic subjects and concluded
that OCT was more sensitive than fundus photography for
the detection of retinal irregularities and was able to detect
significantly more clinically relevant disease.33 The present
study showed an improvement in performance for the
diagnosis of retinal conditions with the addition of data
from OCT and a corresponding reduction in the false posi-
tive rate. The false negative rate was low (<10%) for both
sets of vignettes. To our knowledge, this is the first study to
look at the impact of OCT on optometrists’ diagnostic
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Figure 7. False positive rates. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals. * indicates a statistically significant difference (p ≤ 0.002).
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decisions for a range of retinal and macular diseases. A
recently published vignette study from Australia evaluated
the effect of advanced imaging (including OCT) on opto-
metrists’ decision-making for the diagnosis and manage-
ment of AMD.16 In this study, the use of fundus
photography alone resulted in an accurate diagnosis of
AMD in 61% of cases. Overall diagnostic accuracy
improved by a modest 5% with advanced imaging and the
additional information led to an increased false positive
rate and a greater tendency to refer to secondary care. The
authors concluded that a lack of training in interpreting the
results of advanced imaging might explain the findings.
Although participants in our study had varying experience
of OCT interpretation upon recruitment, we attempted to
mitigate this via standardised online training prior to carry-
ing out the assessment.

Participant variables affecting performance

Our study showed that the overall diagnostic performance
was not influenced by the demographic characteristics of
participants, the number of years of clinical experience
nor previous exposure to OCT. However, the 18% of par-
ticipants with additional postgraduate qualifications per-
formed statistically better than those without when
interpreting the OCT combination. This was consistent
with the findings of Hadwin and colleagues,25 who
reported that optometrists with higher qualifications had a
higher overall accuracy in stereoscopic optic disc assess-
ment. Significantly, previous studies have shown that
short-term didactic training has little impact on clinical
decision-making in glaucoma24,29 and it would appear that
a combination of ongoing training with regular feedback
on clinical decisions is more likely to improve perfor-
mance.34,35

Strengths and limitations of the study

One of the strengths of the study was the relevance of the
case-mix. The images used in the vignettes were taken from
a cohort of patients who presented in primary care. The
two sets of vignettes were externally validated to ensure a
similar level of difficulty and were pilot tested. In addition,
all participants received a standardised online training pro-
gramme in OCT interpretation, which was similar to train-
ing given to new OCT users.
In terms of demographics and mode of practice, the

study participants were broadly representative of commu-
nity optometrists working in the UK.36,37 However, we may
have recruited optometrists who were more confident in
their diagnostic skills, which could explain the high confi-
dence scores with both image sets.

Since the aim of the study was to investigate the ability
of optometrists to recognise disc damage and features on
retinal images, the vignettes did not provide all of the infor-
mation that would normally be available in primary care
such as presence of risk factors, data from visual field plots,
IOP readings, inter-ocular differences and the results a
stereoscopic fundus examination. Furthermore, the inclu-
sion of unequivocally ‘normal’ vignettes may have uninten-
tionally improved the diagnostic performance of the OCT.
It has previously been demonstrated that effectiveness of
the OCT in detecting glaucoma significantly decreases
when evaluated against a more clinically relevant control
group, with suspicious-looking discs compared to a control
group with no suspicious findings.38 The results may there-
fore not be fully representative of the participants’ diagnos-
tic performance in a ‘real world’ setting.

Conclusions

There has been widespread investment in imaging tech-
nologies by community optometrists in the UK, most
notably OCT. The results from this study suggests that
OCT improves optometrists’ diagnostic performance and
confidence. These initial results suggest that OCT pro-
vides valuable additional data that could augment case-
finding for glaucoma and retinal disease. Whilst the
improvement in diagnostic performance is encouraging,
OCT should still be employed judiciously in a routine
clinical practice setting. It is also important that clini-
cians are appropriately trained in OCT data interpreta-
tion and appreciate the limitations as well as the
strengths of the technology.
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